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Marina died during the night. I was not holding her hands anymore because i fell asleep at 
some point. I wonder if hunger was really the cause of her death, frankly i don’t even feel 
that weak. Apart from mentioning water she would never drink she almost did not utter a 
word since they locked us, except on the last night when she was mumbling like a 
wounded animal some tragic non-sense about her kids and husband and being all 
together again. Cyril barely noticed her death. He is loosing it too. He went to see her 
body, acknowledged it with a queer smile and proceeded as usual back to the stair exit 
door, seating there whispering some mumbo-jumbo. He calls it being on duty. The doors 
are sealed anyway. As for the windows, well I broke one on the first day. That was no 
escape route at this heights, he told me, and calling for help proved totally useless as 
nobody was walking our street. I think they evacuated it. At some point, actually quite 
quickly, we became almost indifferent to each other. We would sometimes regroup 
watching in silence the helicopters and drones running over the city smokes far away in 
the distance, and that was it.

In the store-room when i reorganized the boxes of paper and office supplies in order to 
make poor Marina some space i found a stash of tea and some sugar. So i managed to 
keep Cyril focused for a minute and we moved her there and after that we made ourselves
a very sweet tea. It was our first « food » for six days and it was a mistake. It reminded my 
body what it was lacking. Until then i had quite a good reaction to fasting. And now i am 
overly conscious of it again. It’s not really the hunger feel that is painful but the sudden 
waves of acidity that strike in the belly and the nauseas and vertigo that come and go and 
crawl back. 

Still writing. I need it. It’s an odd thing, i know. Obviously it is the end. Here in this office. 
Out there in Athens, whatever is happening is really happening. 
It’s Marina who gave me that advice on the second day, maybe you should rewrite it, then. 
So here i am with paper and pen, the old way. When they took our computers and our 
phones i did not even really react or try to oppose them, i had no clue of who they were, 
they just told us to shut up, took all communication devices, closed the doors, barred them 
with something and that was it. No explanation, nothing. It was not even 8 30 on a Monday
morning and only the three of us were already at the office. Marina had prepared some 
octopus salad for lunch and we shared it at noon the first day. We did not think of making it
last, at this moment i still hoped we would walk out before the evening. 
We were always the three first to arrive at work. Marina because she wanted to leave early
and pray. Cyril because he suffered these monstrous insomnias. And i wanted some quiet 
time to write my Ricorso. From my non-openable window i had a view on the Acropolis far 
in the distance, and even some of the sea. The oldest Sea in the world they say. I thought 
it was fitting to write from there at daybreak. The Ricorso was supposed to be my last 
attempt, even before i got locked up here i felt this was my ultimate work, whose 
completion would redeem my pitiful office life, erase my compromising with the global 
production of suffering, make me a greater myself, and so much more. I know for a while 
something big will come out of my writing, i just know it. It looks like a simple novel about a
missed love affair during the days where the capitalism is falling apart but it has real 
ambition, i swear, it is meant to heal me as well as the reader, produce in the same flow 
solace and a glimpse right into the interspace of the sublime and maybe even while doing 
so save language itself because language has obviously failed us, it has dragged us into 
the pit of our own indignity at the cost of almost all life, it appears now clearly to be the 
worst of all evolutionary tools… But then, it might still be in our power to unravel it’s long 



lost mysteries again, up to the first days when words were so much more than information 
conveying devices. It is my duty to try, anyway.
And now they took the computer and i have to write it all down again with a pen on office 
paper cause i will not let my life work slip into the void, Marina was right. I have so far filled
6 dozens pages… i reread the text aloud sometimes and Cyril stays besides me to listen, it
seems to calm him down a bit when i find the right rhythm. It already worked in a way, it 
did heal me : i am so immersed in my text that i don’t even really worry or feel the dread of 
our impeding death, i am more fearing i won't have enough time to complete my task. 

They were not even wearing uniforms. They spoke a queer language between themselves 
and had this hunger in their eyes. Craving for our pitiful death by starving ? It makes no 
sense. But it does not matter. It took them quite a long time to bar the doors and seal us in.
And that was it. It’s been 9 days and now Marina is dead. When she began to smell 
strongly, without a word Cyril and i decided to stay most of the time around the broken 
window to catch fresh air and avoid the stench. We could hear rumors of the uprising in 
the distance, it seemed somehow to elate him. A police car passed down in the street at 
some point, i tried to throw staplers and forgotten computer parts and stuff so that it stops 
them but it did not. I shouted like a demon, that was at least a relief. We finally got used to 
the smell.

I am growing more and more certain that they arrested us because of my writing. What 
other reason could they have ? Marina was the simplest woman in the world, working here
for 20 years now, grieving and awaiting slowly her pension. On her desk is a picture of her 
entire family up to the grandson during their tragic sailing trip in the delta of the Manuxet 
River at Essex Bay - Massachusetts she had added with an almost proud voice just before
leaving, i remember that vividly. They all disappeared during these horrendous holidays, all
but her. 
Cyril is one of this drunk transportation traders that always wanted to be a seaman. I think 
he admires me for my writing. One day a few weeks ago i even saw him reading it on my 
computer while i was not at my desk. I pretended nothing happened. When we got locked 
up, he first had the theory our boss mingled with some big moloch marine foreign entity on 
something illegal or worst and that we were the one sacrificed for a debt that was never 
paid. But then why the riot in the street, i said ? Something fishy’s going on. He stayed 
silent.
It is me they targeted, i know it. I am the only one who produced some inner truth about 
the systemic pyramidal misery we live in. I am the only one who tried to undo the horrors 
of our separation from the world. My poetry is the path to the sacred acknowledgment of 
qualities over quantity, it speaks the language of things, sees the world from the souls of 
all things living… my language does not name and separate, it hears and makes itself 
heard, it rebuilds the coalescence of everything. I’m not exaggerating. They saw it and 
they realised the power of it and they came and took my computer, and now i am trying to 
put everything i remember direct on paper with a darn penn. So many words… but they 
flow like they never did. The Ricorso did not die with my laptop, someone will find it on this 
very desk, near my dead and dried body, one day, soon. And they will read them all, my 
words.

Today Cyril died. He stole the manuscript and ran laughing and chanting, a deep cut on his
right wrist, probably made with the broken glass. Was his plan to read the text while dying 
or something ? Or simply destroy it to hurt me ? During the pursuit i pushed him in the 
back and his skull met the angle of a table and cracked with a nasty grok. My text was 
soiled. I have dragged him in the store-room besides Marina, whose body has dried up 
and smells salty. Her ears have shrunken maybe from the heat, her eyes have bulged, her 



hair is falling, her neck has this enormous swollen dried-up scabs turned metallic green, 
her left hand is going in the same direction. 
The Ricorso has so many more pages now. I’m almost done. It is way much better than 
the pathetic computer version i had. A pity i will never profit from it’s success. Because it 
will achieve much more than any book ever did. I changed the ending and replaced the 
unnecessary individualist sex scene featuring Julie with a bacchanal where the savior, or 
as they call him, the Eucatastrophe King is elected and paraded through the streets on the
day where the Rationalist Horror is finally over. And after performing the ritual of the 
Hypozomata, the king rises on a bed made of this algae known as Laminaria and the 
crowd cheers and he DREAMS THE WORDS. AND THEY ALL REPEAT THE WORDS….  

My body is about to let go. I have placed my chair on the desk besides the broken window 
to have a better glimpse of the sea and the Acropolis while seating, and now i will say my 
words again, from start to end, because what else could i do ?

I see things, past and present. A ship with 8 sails and 50 cannons attacked by a fierce god 
from when the world was young… A pink beak the size of this very building. Now i know, i 
know ! I see it. It finally came ! He/She who is no subject of no Law, HE/SHE WHO WAS 
FIRST. They sent their pitiful war planes against him/her whose name is as long as the 
oceans are old ! It won’t make any difference. He/she stands there on this broken temple 
that is no more than a toy to him/her and the baleen over it’s wide pit mouth opens for 
he/she will now pour the holy fluid they call Nu and thus bind the water and the soil, the 
darkness and the light. Now is the time, now i know ! We finally shall drown again.  And the
marble stones of the dry city shall harbor life again. Now is the time ! He/She looks across 
all unspeakable depths towards ME. He/She sees me with a thousand glowing eyes and i 
see myself through them all AND TOGETHER WE SHALL


